I. INTRODUCTION

Black-box optimization (BbO), in general, refers to the problem where the task is to optimize an objective, black-box, function \( f : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) such that one can evaluate \( f(x) \) for any \( x \in X \) but does not possess any further information on \( f \). Under such circumstances, e.g. when \( f \) might not be convex or differentiable, one must rely on derivative-free optimization methods, since variants of gradient descent based algorithms are not applicable. The goal of using BbO algorithms is to find the parametrization of a given task under which it operates best according to some measurable qualities of the output of the black-box function, formally

\[
\min_{w \in X} f(w),
\]

where \( X = X_1 \times X_2 \times \cdots \times X_n \) is the parameter space, that is the union of points that represent allowed configurations of the black-box function \( f \) given some constraints related to \( f \).

In other words, given a machine learning (ML) algorithm, i.e. our black-box function, which efficiency on a specified dataset depends on the right settings of its (hyper-)parameters, BbO techniques are utilized to find a setup of these parameters providing (sub-)optimal performance of the given ML algorithm on the specified dataset.

In case of restricted search spaces, where \( X \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \), a wide range of BbO techniques were developed [10]. The majority of these techniques were successfully used, among other optimization tasks, for hyper-parameter (HP) tuning of machine learning (ML) algorithms [8], [12], [19].

Such methods include, but are not limited to Naive algorithms such as Grid Search (GS) or Random Search (RS) [12]; Local (direct) search methods as Pattern Search (PS) [16]; Meta-modeling approaches, like Sequential Model-based Optimization (SMO) [18] using Gaussian Processes (GP) [20], Random Forests (RF) [21], Tree-structured Parzen Estimators (TPE) [22] or other learning techniques; Swarm intelligence methods (SI) [23]; Evolutionary algorithms (EA) [24]; or Statistical methods such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [25] or Monte Carlo (MC) [26], for instance.

II. RELATED WORKS

Lot of the techniques listed in Section I are implemented in commercial or open-source frameworks (some of those from the latter group are listed, along with their main features, in Table I). These optimizers are usually designed for users with good technical and theoretical background and/or they assume users being familiar with specified programming languages. Users with less refined knowledge on BbO or ML need a longer learning phase to use these systems. However, their usability might still remain limited to the range of implemented optimizers, supported programming languages or they may require special preparations such as installing dependencies or integrating API calls of optimizers in their source code.

III. THE BLABOO FRAMEWORK

The open-source application called BlaBoO\(^1\) (Black-Box Optimization), presented in this paper, is intended for users with limited ML/BbO knowledge or those who would like to avoid a long preparation process for an off-the-shelf black-box optimizer. BlaBoO has been designed with focus on:

- **Portability** — running the framework requires only JVM 8+, and the framework itself can be installed simply by copying and extracting a simple .zip file that includes

\[ \text{The application, the manual and the source code are freely available at https://github.com/kppeterkiss/BlackBoxOptimizer} \]

\[ \text{EFOP-3.6.3-VEKOP-16-2017-00001: Talent Management in Autonomous Vehicle Control Technologies – The Project is supported by the Hungarian Government and co-financed by the European Social Fund.} \]
the self-containing .jar file of the application along with necessary directory structure.

- **Usability** – to make the software as easily usable as possible, it is provided with a web browser based GUI that can help setting up and configuring the experiments. The developed GUI, basically, creates a .json configuration file for the optimization experiment to be conducted. In case of large volume of experiments, configuration files could be generated by a script written by the user.

- **Generality** – the framework, essentially, runs a specified (by the user) terminal command varying its arguments according to the computation of the chosen optimization algorithm, then reads its standard output to further conduct the search of the specified parameter space. Thus, the framework enables to tune/optimize any program or algorithm that accepts arguments from the command line and writes the value(s) of its objective(s) to the standard output, let it be implemented in any language and running on any platform.

- **Flexibility** – the framework enables users to choose various tuning strategies and set up their parameters, set up dependencies between hyper-parameters of black-box functions as well as open and save the configurations and current state of the experiments.

- **Extensibility** – development and testing of new optimization algorithms can be easily carried out by extending an abstract .java class describing the general behavior of tuning methods. Developers can follow existing implementations of tuning algorithms integrated into the framework to easily develop their modified versions or implement new optimization methods.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture and work-flow of the BlaBoO framework. First, it loads the configuration, optionally created by the browser-based GUI (0), some screenshots of which are presented in figures 2 and 3.

The configuration, stored in a .json file, serves as a description of the optimization task required to be executed. First it contains the description of hyper parameters of the black-box function (including their constraints), the terminal command that is used to run the black-box function to be optimized, the objectives of the optimization task and the chosen tuning algorithm (1), along with eligible backup setups.

Then, the controller (2) sends the so-called landscape (i.e. the known objective values for previously executed setups), if any, to the tuning algorithm. The tuning algorithm generates a new candidate setup (3), that will be validated according to the objectives w.r.t. the specified parameter constraints (4). If they are valid, the controller calls the black-box function, passes the new parameters (5) to it, and reads its output (6), i.e. the values of the objective(s), from the standard output of the system. The resulting pair of the new parameters together with the returned objective value(s) will be added to the landscape (7). Afterwards, the controller checks, whether termination condition has met (8). Termination can happen if a given iteration number or a threshold value on objectives has been reached or, in case of convergence, when the objective does not change significantly anymore. If such a condition has been met, the landscape will be written in a resulting .csv file (9) and the optimization process will be finished.

### Algorithm 1 BlaBoO’s Optimizer Module

1. **procedure** OPTIMIZE
2.   \[
3.   \text{landscape} \leftarrow \{\} \quad \triangleright \text{initialize the landscape}
4.   \text{term} \leftarrow \text{False} \quad \triangleright \text{for termination checking}
5.   \text{w} \leftarrow \text{initialize} \quad \triangleright \text{initialize configuration}
6.   \text{while not term do}
7.     \text{w} \leftarrow \text{generate\_configuration(landscape)}
8.     \text{obj} \leftarrow f(w)
9.     \text{term} \leftarrow \text{check\_termination(landscape, obj)}
10. \text{landscape} \leftarrow \text{landscape} \cup \{(w, \text{objective})\}

### A. Parameter space

For now, BlaBoO supports a range of parameter types. The two natural groups are the types of continuous and countable domain sets (including logical type and enumerations as a generalization of discrete sets). Each parameter is defined through specifying its type along with some boundaries between which the actual values can be varied.

Some cases, however, regarding the parameter space as a static structure, can result in unnecessary computation overhead taking into account some previous knowledge on the black-box function $f$. This stems from the fact that the actual domain of $f$ might be not a convex set, that is, the different variables can influence the ranges of other variables. As a useful example for this phenomenon, it might be worth to mention the scenario in which one wants to find the optimal hyper-parameter setup of a support vector machine, taking into account multiple possible kernel functions. In this case the specific kernels functions may require different sets of hyper-parameters while handling the parameter space as the union of...
of all the possible domain set end up in a significant number of trials executed in vain.

BlaBoO supports this dynamic nature of search spaces through the concept of bounded parameters. A bounded parameter can have multiple ranges, among which the active one is defined by the recent value of the bounding parameter. The concept also allows specification of empty ranges, that is equivalent with the scenario, where \( f \) does not need the bounded parameter for its computations.

B. Optimization Algorithms

At recent state, the framework supports the following black-box optimization methods:

- Naive algorithms:
  - Random search [12]
  - Grid search
- Genetic/Evolutionary algorithms [13]
  - GA with roulette selection and random step mutation
  - GA with tournament selection and random step mutation
  - Differential evolution [14]
- Hit and run approach [27]
- Swarm Intelligence algorithms
  - Particle Swarm Optimization [17]
  - Fish School Search [15]
- Pattern search [16]
- Simulated Annealing [25]
- Sequential Model-Based Optimization with Gaussian processes [18]

The listed algorithms can be classified into two groups based on the characteristics of the search space. The most of the algorithms are designed for searching over continuous search spaces. The naive methods, Random search and Grid search, on the other hand, are capable of working with countable domain sets as well (e.g. \( \mathbb{Z} \), \{True, False\}, etc.), that can be important in case of some ML techniques as in the above mentioned example with varying a kernel of support vector machines.

One can choose either between these algorithms or can experiment with some own (implementations of) search strategies. BlaBoO framework has been designed with the intention for extreme flexibility and extensibility. In practical point of view it means that if someone would like to implement a new algorithm (or try out a slightly different version of an old one), the only task to do is to implement an AbstractAlgorithm.java interface. The abstract methods of this interface make up a tuning algorithm, that is, the developer of the new tuning method should specify essentially what are the rules according to which new parameter configurations should be tested, based on the previous results, and possibly what internal state should be maintained between the subsequent rounds of generation rounds.

C. Objectives

When the system generates the subsequent configurations for testing with the black-box function, it must be able to decide which configurations performed better and which were less efficient. That requires definition of an ordering over the parameter space. Though every optimization task can be transformed in the form that has been given in Section I, for convenience reason we introduced multiple types of objectives into the framework including minimization, maximization, minimization and maximization until convergence, or reaching a specified threshold.
Additionally, due to the fact that there is no guarantee for a tuning algorithm to terminate on a given task and since there is simply no termination in case of minimization and maximization, a requirement to upper bound for the number of the executed trials is obvious. Default setting of a parameter consist of specifying the type along with the boundaries within it is allowed to move.

D. Usage

To sum up, an optimization task consists of the specification of the black-box function, its parameters as well as their constraints and dependencies, and, the chosen tuning/optimizer method along with the configuration of its parameters. Each such optimization task is described in a .json file that will be interpreted and executed by the framework. To enable the widest range of scenarios the software provides a command line and a web based graphical user interface.

a) Command line use: The user can run an optimization task or experiment specifying its configuration in a .json file (see figure 5) that contains all the above mentioned characteristics of the task with optional back-up flags. Additional flags can be passed for using secure mode, and specifying the frequency of taking snapshots of the global state of the task. In case of intended or unintended interruption of the process the user can restart the tuning using the snapshot as a basic configuration, thus, continuing the optimization task from the latest backup. When the optimization has terminated, the generated landscape will be saved in a .csv output file the lines of which contain given parameter setups (or configurations) and the produced objective value(s) related to those setups.

b) Web GUI: A browser-based interface (introduced in figures 2, 3 and 4) is also provided with the framework in order to help to configure the optimization task. Here, one can specify the way how the parameters can be passed to the black-box function, i.e. the terminal command, the description of its parameters together with their constraints (figure 2), and the chosen optimizer algorithm with its own parameters (figure 3). At the end of the optimization task, there is a possibility to plot the values of the objective(s) w.r.t. the iterations of the optimization process (figure 4). This is especially useful when one wants to compare the performance of various optimizer algorithms.

IV. Conclusions

The presented open-source framework, continuously developed and updated with new black-box optimization algorithms, is intended mainly for non-expert users in the area of black-box optimization, beginner machine learning practitioners as well as educational purposes. Authors, however, believe that BlaBoO can be useful for experiments related to automated machine learning (AutoML [9]), too, allowing to compare various hyper-parameter tuning strategies of machine learning techniques. Integrating more and more algorithms into BlaBoO will also make it a valuable resource of Java implementations of black-box optimization algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Black-box setup for an SVM script, with a conditional \texttt{gamma} parameter, that is used in case of another parameter \texttt{kernel} takes a given value.

Fig. 3. Optimizer setup - for modifying the parameters of the chosen black-box optimizer algorithm.

```json
{
  "baseCommand": "python" Lasso_poly_reg_on_sin_curve.py --alpha",
  "algorithmName": "GridSearch",
  "optimizerParameters": {
    "name": "alpha_step_size",
    "typeName": "java.lang.Float",
    "initValue": 0.1,
    "dependencies": {
      "rangeOfThis": {
        "upperBound": 10.0,
        "lowerBound": 1.0E-4
      }
    }
  },
  "iterationCount": {
    "value": 100
  },
  "objectiveContainer": {
    "objectives": {
      "relation": "MINIMIZE",
      "terminator": false,
      "weight": 100.0,
      "name": "rss",
      "typeName": "java.lang.Float"
    }
  },
  "scriptParameters": {
    "name": "alpha",
    "typeName": "java.lang.Float",
    "initValue": 0.0,
    "dependencies": {
      "rangeOfThis": {
        "upperBound": 10.0,
        "lowerBound": 0.0
      }
    }
  }
}
```

Fig. 4. Landscape, i.e. graph depicting the evolution of 2 objective values (magenta and green areas) in function of the number of executed trials. (The legend contains the results of multiple optimization tasks, that could be displayed as well for purpose of comparison.)

Fig. 5. Example .json configuration file for finding a best parametrization of a python script (Lasso regression), that takes an \texttt{alpha} parameter, which will be varied with a simple \texttt{GridSearch}, given the specified step size.